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ABSTRACT
The e↵ectiveness of monetary promotions has been well re-
ported in the literature to a↵ect shopping decisions for prod-
ucts in real life experience [3]. Nowadays, e-commerce re-
tailers are facing more fierce competition on price promotion
in that consumers can easily use a search engine to find an-
other merchant selling an identical product for comparing
price.

We study e-commerce data — shopping receipts collected
from email accounts, and conclude that for non-urgent prod-
ucts like books or electronics, buyers are price sensitive and
are willing to delay the purchase for better deals. We then
present a real-time promotion framework, called the RTP
system: a one-time promoted discount price is o↵ered to
allure a potential buyer making a decision promptly.

To achieve more e↵ectiveness on real-time promotion in
pursuit of better profits, we propose two discount-giving
strategies: an algorithm based on Kernel density estima-
tion, and the other algorithm based on Thompson sampling
strategy. We show that, given a pre-determined discount
budget, our algorithms can significantly acquire better rev-
enue in return than classical strategies with simply fixed
discount on label price. We then demonstrate its feasibil-
ity to be a promising deployment in e-commerce services for
real-time promotion.

1. INTRODUCTION
A successful business model often relies on successful mar-

keting strategies [16] – which are often based on Product,
Place, Price, and Promotion. Among them, probably the
most e↵ective and direct approach is to take advantage of
promotion (i.e. providing discounts on label price). For
example, popularized by priceline.com, the Name-Your-
Own-Price (NYOP) [10] has achieved huge success through
allowing consumers to ask for a discount on price to facil-
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itate sales [7]. In this research, we extend the strategy to
another aspect though empowering businesses to actively ad-
just their selling price through o↵ering a dynamic discount
– we name it the Real-Time Promotion (RTP) problem.
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Figure 1: The flow of a RTB system to display an ad in a
website.

Akin to the famous Real-Time Bidding (RTB) problem
[5, 9, 15, 27, 29, 30], which aims at finding the best strategy
to spend the budget on placing an advertisement to reach
target buyers (Figure 1), the solution of the RTP problem is
to optimize the promoting budget in pursuit of the highest
revenue. The intuition is to maximize the profit through
finding a balance between experimenting how much target
audiences are willing to pay and taking some risk of turning
away a customer by limiting the discount. The deployment
of the RTP strategy is ease of implementation: displaying
a one-time promoted discount price to a potential buyer;
our goal is to find the “sweet-spot” discount in a way that
the competent price is striking a chord with the customer.
For simplicity, we assume the discount price is a one-time
o↵er (which also serves as an incentive for an customer to
complete a purchase) – a buyer is expected to take this one
or none.

We formalize the challenge into a Discount-Giving Strat-
egy problem (Section 2). Naturally, no discount or a steep
fixed discount are problematic. The no-discount strategy
turns away many potential buyers; a steep fixed discount
maximizes the sale numbers with a cost of losing an op-
portunity of getting more profit. It is reasonably viable
to determine the discount price in pursuit of the best bal-
ance between these two ends. Motivated by this observa-
tion, we formalize the challenge as solving the exploration-
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exploitation dilemma [25], and propose RTP-aware strate-
gies, including the optimal profit estimation in the o✏ine
manner and stochastic-based Thompson-sampling strategy
in the online scenario. (Section 3.2).
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Figure 2: Extra profit gain from Real-Time Promotion.

We use Figure 2 to illustrate the problem setup. Assum-
ing that a business is willing to provide a fixed amount of
budget for incentivizing its customers, our goal is to deter-
mine how much the discounts should be assigned to each
incoming customer. For example, if we are given a budget
of $8, and we lower our sale price to $18 between the time
t6 and the time t9 through giving out discounts, we accu-
mulate additional profit of $52, or 4 * ($18 - $5). One might
argue that if we further lower the price to $14 starting from
t1, we will get even more profit. However, in practice, the
ideal fixed discount that maximizes the profit is always un-
known. Moreover, almost all businesses set some limitation
on discounts, because, as discussed in previous research [11,
17], the consistent promotion a↵ects consumer brand choice
and may hurt the company image in future.

We conceived that the RTP strategy is well suited for an
online marketing promotion. The pop-up advertisements
today are often distracting or ine↵ective. On the contrary,
a just for me one-time discount could be an intriguing o↵er,
especially if the price meets a customer’s sweet-spot. With
a right incentive strategy, it eventually increases the total
purchase amount and brings extra profit to the business.

One of the most critical challenges is the design of strate-
gies to determine the best price and to simulate user pur-
chase intent when receiving a discount message. In this pa-
per, we use and observe the online shopping receipts pro-
vided by Slice Technologies1. Slice downloaded and parsed
machine-generated receipts for millions of user accounts. Based
on the observations, we assume that if a shopper had paid
for an item at a price, the shopper is willing to accept a pro-
motion that is lower than the price she paid. In Economics,
the maximum price at or below which a shopper accepts to
pay, refers to their “willingness to pay (WTP [26].”

For simplicity, we also assume that online shoppers reject
a promotion if the prices are higher than the price she/he
paid, which are recorded in her/his receipts. That is to say,
we use the price labelled on each receipt to be the crite-
rion for accepting an o↵er or rejecting it at a given time
in our experiments, providing us a possible way to evaluate
the e↵ectiveness of monetary promotion strategy to online
shoppers.

1
https://www.slice.com/

In this work, we propose two strategies: an algorithm
based on kernel density estimation, named optimal estima-
tion (Section 3.1), and the other algorithm based on Thomp-
son sampling strategy (Section 3.2). Figure 3 shows the flow
diagram of the proposed RTP system. The RTP system can
be easily integrated into e-commerce websites. When a cus-
tomer searches for a product, our algorithm(s) will deter-
mine the discount based on the information learned in the
o✏ine/online scenario.
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Figure 3: The flow of a RTP system to give discounts in any
e-commerce platform.

In our experimental studies, the feasibility is evaluated by
using return on investment (defined in Section 4.2.1). We
conducted experiments across di↵erent categories of items
based on real-world transactions instead of synthetic data.
Our results show that, with the help of our proposed algo-
rithms, businesses will easily gain much more profit than
putting a fixed discount on label price.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we define the Discount-Giving Strategy

(DGS) in the RTP system. In an o✏ine setting, the RTP
system is devised to reach the maximum profits in light of
the selling history. We also consider the situation that, in
the online environment, the customers arrive the system in
random order during the promotion period. In light of this,
it is di�cult for the online RTP system to achieve maximum
profits similar to the case in the o✏ine scenario. As such,
the DGS problem is presented as a stochastic problem in
the online environment. Based on the foregoing, we turn to
maximize the profits during the promotion period instead
of pursuing o✏ine result. The frequently used symbols are
summarized in Table 1 for reference. We give necessary
definitions at first.
Definition 1. Profit : The profit of a product y is the final
sale price s

y

subtracting the discount k(·, y) and the cost c
y

,
such as direct labor unit costs, direct material unit costs,
and bidding costs, and so on:

r(·, y) = s

y

� k(·, y)� c

y

.

Definition 2. Deal : An agreement between a seller and a
buyer for trading a product at the certain price. If a deal is
successful, it means that a buyer agrees to buy a product at
the given discount. The deal fails otherwise. Note that it’s
possible that a RTP system chooses not to o↵er a deal —
it implies that the provider is not interested in o↵ering an
deal to a buyer.
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Symbol Description

B Discount budget
~u

x

Feature vector of the customer x
s

y

Sale price for product y

S

y

( ~u
x

)
predicted WTP price (with features from
a customer ~u

x

for the product y)
c

y

Cost for product y
r(x, y) Profit of produce y for customer x
k(x, y) Discount of product y for customer x

⌘ Random variable to signify WTP prices

f

y

(⌘)
The PDF distribution of price ⌘

given a product y
⇠(x, y) WTP price (customer x for the product y)

p(x, y, k)
Probability of successful selling y

to customer x with discount k

Table 1: Symbols.

Definition 3. Discount-Giving Strategy : Determine the
discount amount k(x, y) for each potential customer x to

maximize
NX

j=1

r(x
j

, y)

subject to
NX

j=1

k(x
j

, y)  B,

where N is the number of customers.
The DGS problem can be modeled as the knapsack(KP)

problem. The items in the KP problem are the deals in the
DGS problem. Each item has its weight w

i

and its value v

i

.
Given that a knapsack has capacity W , the goal is to maxi-
mize the total profits of the items in the knapsack. Similarly,
a deal in the DGS problem has its discount k(x, y) and its
profit r(x, y). An RTP system has a discount budget B in
total during the promotion period, and the goal of RTP is to
maximize the total profits of the promotion. Di↵erent from
the KP problem, the DGS problem has an optimal solution
as long as we know the distribution of the WTP price for
product y. In this paper, the highest price that a customer
will buy the product y is referred to be the WTP price. The
following section is an instance for calculating the optimal
solution.

2.1 Offline Optimal Discount Giving
Suppose N customers (x1, x2, · · · , xN

) visit the RTP sys-
tem during the promotion and the system o↵ers di↵erent
discounts for each deal. We assume that the product y will
be specified by the customers (they might already be brows-
ing the page of y at the moment). Note that no customer
considers every product and vice versa; therefore each prod-
uct y are visited by di↵erent customers x, and each of them
has corresponding features ~u

x

). For simplicity, we assume
that y is fixed. As aforementioned, the expected profit will
be

NX

j=1

(s
y

� k(x
j

, y)� c

y

)p(x
j

, y, k(x
j

, y)). (1)

Our goal is to maximize the expected profit by giving the
customer real time discount k(x, y) under the budget B.

The di�culty is to determine the value of k(x, y) and the
probability p(x, y, k) by using the feature vector ~u

x

. To sim-
plify the problem of determining the probability p(x, y, k),
the WTP price of the product y is predicted by S

y

( ~u
x

) for
each customer. Then, k(x, y) is obtained from k(x, y) =
s

y

�S

y

( ~u
x

). Suppose that the WTP price distribution f

y

(⌘)
of customers who will buy the product y at price ⌘ is known,
which can be estimated from the selling history. Then the
probability that the product will be sold at the discount k

is

p(y, k) = p(·, y, k) =
Z

1

sy�k

f

y

(⌘)d⌘.

If we give a fixed discount k, the profit will be

NX

j=1

(s
y

� k � c

y

)p(y, k).

Since we have budget B, the optimal fixed discount k
opt

can
be determined from the equation

B = N

Z
sy

sy�k

opt

f

y

(⌘) · (s
y

� ⌘)d⌘.

It means that we try to attract most people who will buy the
product under the limited budget. And the optimal profit
is

N

 Z
1

sy�k

opt

f

y

(⌘) (min{s
y

, ⌘}� c

y

) d⌘

!
.

This solution can be applied when we have a long-time pro-
motion or we can reach almost all the customers. Note that
for real cases, we still need a real-time strategy without the
assumption of looking all purchase beforehand.

2.2 Online Stochastic Discount Giving
When the RTP system is deployed in an online environ-

ment, customers visit the system in a random order. This
means that the customers whose willingness-to-pay (WTP)
price is greater than price s

y

� k

opt

may not appear during
the limited promotion period (the information is not able to
be sensed). Di↵erent from the optimal result in an o✏ine
setting, it is more viable to deploy the online strategy of the
RTP system to achieve better profits as possible.

To maximize the profits during the online process, we con-
vert the DGS problem into a Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB)
problem [2, 12]. In the MAB problem, a gambler standing
in front of several slot machines has to decide a machine to
play at any given time to maximize total expected rewards.
However, the gambler does not know the underlying reward
distribution for each machine. In every round, she/he has to
decide to choose a machine to gain rewards or to understand
more about its reward distribution. The decision problem
is referred to as the exploration-exploitation dilemma in the
literature [25].

For a stochastic MAB problem, given a discounts/actions
set A (A = {a1, a2, · · · , aM

}),the reward distribution of each
action is assumed to be independently and identically dis-
tributed [14]. In each trial t, a learner chooses an action
or a discount a

t

2 A and the reward r is drawn with the
probability P (r|a

t

). The expected reward for the trial t is

E
t

(r) =

Z
1

0

r · P (r|a
t

)dr. (2)
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The expected total rewards after T + 1 trials are

TX

t=0

E
t

(r).

The goal of the learner is to maximize the total rewards.
In the DGS problem, the action set can be viewed as the

discrete discount prices. Every time t that a customer visits
the RTP system, the system has to choose a discount based
on the past experience. The reward r of each trial t is

r = s

y

� a

t

� c

y

. (3)

Since the final reward for the discount o↵ering is known,
P (r|a

t

) becomes the purchase probability of a deal with dis-
count price a

t

. The expected total profits are

TX

t=1

r · P (r|a
t

).

The goal of the online DGS is to maximize the total profits
during the promotion period. The way to estimate P (r|a

t

)
will be discussed in the next session.

3. REAL-TIME PROMOTION STRATEGY
A good RTP strategy can solve DGS problem by mak-

ing two important decisions. First, a strategy should decide
whether to give discounts to a customer or not. In Figure
2, we have demonstrated that spending discount budget on
the competitive customers can gain extra profits in return.
Second, once the system decides to give a discount to a cus-
tomer, the strategy needs to determine further the value of
discounts such that the customer will buy a product and the
seller can win more profits. However, the customer distri-
bution f

y

(PDF of the WTP given a product y), the price at
which a customer is willing to pay for a product ⇠(x, y), and
the purchase probability P (r|k) are all unknown. In this sec-
tion, we apply several machine learning methodologies and
sampling techniques to learn those unknown distributions in
both o✏ine and online manners.

3.1 RTP with Optimal Estimation Strategy
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Figure 4: Illustration of o✏ine optimal strategy.

In Section 2.1, we have shown that the o✏ine DGS prob-
lem has an optimal solution. Here we discuss how the pro-
posed optimal estimation (RTP

oe

) strategy obtains the max-
imum profits.

Suppose that we know the distribution f

y

of the price
that a customer will buy for the product y, in short, the

distribution of the WTP prices. The distribution f

y

can
be obtained from the purchase history before the promotion
period. Then, we sampled N customers in f

y

and they will
all buy the product y during the promotion period. Suppose
that we know the WTP price of the sampled customers. The
customers are sorted in the decreasing order according to
their WTP prices, shown in Figure 4.

Originally, if the system does not give discounts to the cus-
tomers, only customers who have the WTP price higher than
the s

y

will agree on the deal. For example, the customer 1 to
5 will buy the product in Figure 4. To achieve the optimal
total profits, the RTP

oe

strategy prefers to convince the cus-
tomers with higher WTP prices to buy the product because
the profit decreases as long as the WTP price decreases. The
strategy provides a discount k(x, y) = s

y

� ⇠(x, y) for those
high WTP price customers, where the ⇠(x, y) is the WTP
price of the customer x for a product y. Therefore, the strat-
egy consumes less discount budget and gains as many prof-
its as possible. After deciding how much a discount is given
to each customer, the strategy decides who should receive
the discount considers the discount budget B. Intuitively
speaking, B can be viewed as a spending quota, signifying
the willingness of risking company image for reaping a short-
term profit gain.

The total discounts have a limit set by the discount bud-
get B, and the optimal total profits are achieved by giving
discounts to customers with higher WTP price. According
to the distribution of the WTP prices f

y

, the maximum dis-
count price k

opt

has to satisfy the following equation

B = N

Z
sy

sy�k

opt

f

y

(⌘) · (s
y

� ⌘)d⌘, (4)

where N is the number of customers, and
R

sy

sy�k

opt

f

y

(⌘) ·
(s

y

�⌘)d⌘ is the average discount o↵ered to customers. Since
the RTP

oe

strategy now predicts the maximum discount
price, it gives discounts to the customer who has the WTP
price between s

y

� k

opt

and s

y

. Clearly, the customers who
have the WTP price within [s

y

� k

opt

, s

y

] will be the set
of potential discount receivers, and the value of s

y

� k

opt

is
called as the cuto↵ price in the RTP

oe

strategy. For exam-
ple, the discounts will be given to customers 6˜9 in Figure
4, since

P9
x=6 sy � ⇠(x, y)  B <

P10
x=6 sy � ⇠(x, y). The

cuto↵ price is the WTP price of customer 9.
The optimal total profits are known after we obtain the

cuto↵ price. The maximum total profits that can be ob-
tained during the promotion period is

N

 Z
sy

sy�k

opt

f

y

(⌘)(⌘ � c

y

)d⌘ +

Z
1

sy

f

y

(⌘)(s
y

� c

y

)d⌘

!
.

(5)
Suppose that all WTP price are known, as shown in Figure

4, the optimal total profit is
5P

x=1
(s

y

� c

y

)+
9P

x=6
(⇠(x, y)� c

y

).

3.1.1 Cutoff Price Estimation

In practice, the distribution of f

y

is unknown, and the
distribution f

y

varies depending on the product y, which is
shown in Section 4.3. To estimate the distribution f

y

, we
employ a non-parametric statistical method, namely Ker-
nel Density Estimation (KDE) [21] to learn the distribution
from the previous purchase history.

KDE is an approach to estimate the probability density
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function of a random variable. In our RTP
oe

strategy, the
random variable is the WTP price ⇠ for the customer x

j

and
product y. Let theWTP prices (⇠(x1, y), ⇠(x2, y), · · · , ⇠(xN

, y))
in the purchase history be an independent and identically
distributed sample. The samples are drawn from some dis-
tributions with an unknown density f

y

. The kernel density
estimator is

b
f

y

(⇠) =
1

Nh

NX

j=1

K

✓
⇠ � ⇠(x

j

, y)
h

◆
,

where the K(·) is the kernel, which satisfies
R
K(u)du = 1

and K(u) � 0. The parameter h controls the smoothness

of the estimated b
f

y

(⇠). A large h heads toward an over-
smoothed distribution, and a small h refers to a possible
under-smoothed outcome. In our experiments, we set h =
0.75.

After obtaining the distribution b
f

y

(⇠), the cuto↵ price of
the product y is estimated by Equation (4). It is the sale
price of y subtracting the maximum discount k

opt

. The max-
imum total profits after investing the discount budget B are
calculated as Equation (5).

3.1.2 Discount Price Estimation

Algorithm 1 RTP
oe

Input: s

y

: sale price, S
y

(~u): price range classifier, ~u
x

: user
feature vector, k

opt

: maximum discount price, B
left

: left
budget;

Output: k(x, y):discount, B
left

:left budget;
1: ⇠(x, y) = S

y

(~u
x

)
2: if ⇠(x, y) � s

y

then
3: k(x, y) = 0
4: else
5: k(x, y) = s

y

� ⇠(x, y)
6: if k(x, y) > k

opt

or k(x, y) > B

left

then
7: k

x,y

= 0

8: return k(x, y), B
left

The RTP
oe

strategy needs to know the WTP price of each
customer to achieve maximum total profits as well. If the
probability p(x, y, k) is known, the RTP

oe

strategy can find
the potential discount receivers and give them adequate dis-
counts to gain more profits. However, it is di�cult to es-
timate p(x, y, k), especially when the purchase history of a
customer is not su�cient for precise distribution estimation.

Instead of estimating the probability p(x, y, k), we trans-
form the problem into a classification problem. Since the
discount usually can be logically represented as some inte-
gers, such as $1, $5 and so on, the customers can be classified
into di↵erent discount prices, k(x, y). As such, potential dis-
count receivers are these customers who are classified into
the discount prices not exceeding the maximum discount.

Specifically, based on the purchase history of a product y,
which is richer than a customer purchase history, a model
S

y

(~u
x

) takes the customer feature vectors ~u

x

as input and
classifies the customers into di↵erent price ranges. S

y

(~u
x

)
can be any multiclass classifier, such as SVM [4] or Decision
Tree[19]. The model only classifies those customers who
search the product y during the promotion period. Based
on the foregoing, the RTP

oe

strategy takes the upper bound
of the price range as the WTP price of a customer. Similarly,
the discount price k(x, y) is s

y

subtracting the WTP price.

In the o✏ine process, namely the RTP system with the
RTP

oe

strategy, both maximum discount k
opt

and the price
range classifier S

y

(~u) are learned from the purchase history
of a product y. The discounts are given by the RTP system
once it is triggered either by searching or viewing the web
page of a product y. The flow of the RTP

oe

strategy o↵ering
a discount for each potential buyer is outlined in Algorithm
1. The algorithm makes sure that o↵ering such a discount
for the buyer can help to earn additional profits.

3.2 RTP with Thompson-sampling Strategy
Essentially, the maximum optimal profits, which are cal-

culated by the RTP
oe

strategy, are di�cult to achieve dur-
ing the online process. Since the order of customers access
the RTP system is unpredictable, it is possible that quite a
few potential discount receivers do not visit the RTP sys-
tem during the promotion period. As a result, the budget
spending becomes over conservative. Also, it is possible that
our estimation are su↵ering from other bias. In this section,
we propose another strategy to regulate the momentum of
spending of budget.

The RTP system using the RTP
oe

strategy leads to opti-
mal profits if the distribution f

y

is independent and identi-
cally distributed all around the year. In practice, seasonal
e↵ect appears almost everywhere. For example, the price
during the holiday season is often lower than other period.
Most of the WTP prices should go further below the cuto↵
price, or customers are unlikely to agree upon a deal during
holiday sales.

Algorithm 2 RTP
oe+tps

Input: s

y

: sale price, S
y

(~u): price range classifier, ~u

x

: user
feature vector, k

opt

: maximum discount price, B
left

: left
budget, {S

a

}: the number of success deals for each ac-
tion, {F

a

}: the number of fail deals for each action, ↵,�:
the prior parameters;

Output: k(x, y):discount, B
left

:left budget;
1: ⇠(x, y) = S

y

(~u
x

)
2: if ⇠(x, y) � s

y

then
3: k(x, y) = 0
4: else
5: k(x, y) = s

y

� ⇠(x, y)
6: if k(x, y) > k

opt

then
7: for a 2 A do
8: b

✓

a

⇠ Beta(S
a,t

+ ↵, F

a,t

+ �)

9: k(x, y) = argmax
a

E
a

(r)

10: if k(x, y) > B

left

then
11: k(x, y) = 0

12: return k(x, y), B
left

To address the trend seasonal e↵ect and to ensure our
regulation on the spending momentum of the budget, we
propose the Thompson-sampling (RTP

tps

) strategy. The
RTP

tps

strategy tackles the online DGS problem through
treating it as a multi-arm bandit(MAB) problem (Section 2).
The given discount prices are a set of actions. The RTP

tps

strategy utilizes Thompson sampling [1], which is usually ap-
plied to address the MAB problem, to decide which action
should be taken. The action is the amount of the discount
price.

Thompson sampling is a heuristic for choosing actions. It
determines the action based on the expected reward. The
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action which has maximum expected total profits will be
selected. The expected reward in each trial is estimated
as Equation (2). The reward distribution P (r|a) is learned
from the experience.

Given T+1 observed dataD
T

= {(a0, r0), (a1, r1) · · · (aT

, r

T

)}
from trial 0 to T and the likelihood function P (r|a, ✓), the
posterior distribution is

P (✓|D
T

) / P (D
T

|✓)P (✓|·) =
TY

t=0

P (r|a
t

, ✓)P (✓).

In the trial T + 1, a reward parameter ✓ is sampled from
the posterior distribution, b✓

T+1 ⇠ P (✓|D
T

). Based on the

sampled b✓
T+1, it can determine the next action by

a

T+1 = argmax
a

Z
1

0

r · P (r|a, b✓
T+1)dr

In light of the Thompson sampling algorithm, the RTP
tps

strategy chooses the discount price which has maximum ex-
pected profits. Once the RTP

tps

strategy decides the ac-
tion to take, which is the amount of the discount price, the
reward of a trial t is determined as Equation (3). The re-
ward distribution P (r|a, ✓) becomes the purchase probabil-
ity when the discount price a

t

and the reward r

y,t

are given.
Specifically, the reward distribution can be interpreted as
the probability that the bidding deal is successful. This can
be modeled by a Bernoulli distribution with an unknown
parameter ✓. We use a Beta distribution as the conjugate
prior, P (✓) = Beta(✓;↵,�). The posterior distribution then
becomes

P (✓|D
T

) = Beta(S
a,t

+ ↵, F

a,t

+ �),

where S

a,t

is the number of success deals with action a and
F

a,t

is the number of fail deals. Then, the next action is
determined by

a

T+1 = argmax
a

E
a

(r) = r ⇥ (
B

left

a

)⇥ P (r|a, b✓
T+1).

In Algorithm 2, we outline a mixed strategy, called RTP
oe+tps

,
which combines advantages of RTP

oe

and RTP
tps

. Specif-
ically, the RTP

oe+tps

strategy is used for giving a discount
when a customer is not a potential discount receiver, which
is shown in lines 6˜9 in Algorithm 2. Note that the param-
eter S

a

and F

a

are updated once a customer x accepts or
rejects the deal with discount a. Through the mixed strat-
egy, we can guarantee that the RTP system can help a plat-
form provider to gain a lot more extra profits in a stochastic
online environment.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We now will evaluate the performance of our proposed

strategies and show the feasibility of the RTP-aware strate-
gies. To prove that our strategies can optimize the promo-
tion budget, we run our online simulation on a real dataset
for several di↵erent product categories. The sensitivity of
the RTP system is shown by how much the system spends
on training the data of the various data sizes.

4.1 Experimental Setup
The dataset is the online shopping receipts provided by

Slice Technologies. The purchase history is acquired by pars-
ing machine-generated receipts, from Amazon, Ebay, Wal-
mart and so on, in 2013 (in total ˜38,600,000 purchase trans-

actions). Each record in the purchase history contains the
user id, product description, purchase date, purchase price,
merchant, and product category. In the classification model
(described in Section 3), user features include the most re-
cent purchase date and price [13], the purchase merchant,
and the purchase month.

We run the online simulations to show how much is the ad-
ditional profit gain. For each product, the online simulation
is conducted in the product purchase history. To ensure ran-
domness, we randomly sample testing data from the product
purchase history for each simulation. The size of the testing
data is 30 percent of the data. The rest of the data is for
o✏ine training, such as the cuto↵ price estimation and the
discount price estimation. In each round of the simulation,
the RTP system o↵ers a one-time promoted discount price
for each test customer to simulate the promotion period.

The online simulation is run 100 times for each product to
ensure the robustness of our RTP system. The experiment
results are the outcomes of 100 online simulations in average.
The discount budget is set according to the size of testing
data. The total profit gain is the final result of a simulation.

We compare the profit gain with the no-discount strategy
where customers do not receive any discounts. For each sim-
ulation, we set the sale price of a product. The no-discount
strategy o↵ers a deal with the sale price s

y

to each customer.
If the price on a receipt of a customer is no less than the of-
fered price, a deal is successful, and a seller can win the
profit from the customer. We can obtain the total profits of
the no-discount strategy after a round of the simulation.

We also compare the result with fixed discount strategies.
To ensure the fixed discount strategy in its best performance
price, we find the optimal discount price for the comparing
strategies (worst fixed and opt fixed as depicted in experi-
mental figures). Both two fixed discount strategies are de-
veloped under the assumption that we know the actual price
distribution of the product. With the given sale price, we
find the optimal discount price k for them in the o✏ine pro-
cess.

argmax
k

N

Z
sy

sy�k

f

y

(⌘) · (s
y

� k)d⌘

If these two strategies use the optimal discount price, they
can earn the maximum profits under the given price distri-
bution. The optimal fixed strategy o↵ers a deal with the
optimal discount price s

y

� k for each customer. The worst
fixed strategy demonstrates the worst case of the optimal
fixed strategy.

Finally, we compare all the strategies with the optimal
(opt) result of the DGS problem. Recall in Section 2; we
have discussed that the DSG problem has an optimal solu-
tion if we know the price distribution of a product and the
WTP price for each customer. The opt case in experimental
figures represents this optimal result.

4.2 Strategy Performance Analysis
The performance analysis is discussed in terms of three

factors: return on investment (ROI), success rate, and model
training time. The four popular product categories of books,
electronics, health, and food are examined in our experi-
ments. Due to the space limitation, we only pick one prod-
uct in each category for demonstrating the result.
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(a) The book “Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a
World That Can’t Stop Talking” with discount budget
USD$600.
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(b) The headphones “JVC HAFX1X Headphone” with
discount budget USD$100.
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(c) The product “Dropps Laundry Pacs, Fresh Scent,
80-Load Pouch” with discount budget USD$30.
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(d) The food “Cheese Thin Crust Pizza” with discount
budget USD$50.

Figure 5: The ROI of the simulation result in average.

4.2.1 Return on Investment

The ROI is usually used in the literature of business man-
agement. The purpose of the ROI metric is to evaluate the
performance of an investment. The basic definition of ROI

is
gain� cost

cost

=
S

y

� k(x, y)� cost

cost

, in which gain � cost

is the profit comparing against the no-discount strategy. We
use the lowest price among all receipts of a product as the
baseline (cost). Note that the cost is subtracted from the
gain when we calculate the total profits. The higher the ROI
value corresponds to the better result.

Intuitively speaking, a negative ROI implies the profit we
reaped is a bad investment, meaning that the budget we
spent, i.e. a discount or k(x, y), is lower than the profit we
reap from a deal. On the contrary, a high ROI means that
we use a small discount to exchange a huge profit.

We can compare the performance of di↵erent strategies in
Figure 5. Figure 5 shows the arithmetic average ROI of each
strategy given a hypothetical list price. The x-axis refers to
a hypothetical retail price (before the discount), and the y-
axis corresponds to the ROIs of di↵erent strategies. Each
sale price of a receipt becomes a WTP such that we can run
the simulation for computing ROIs. The center of x-axis
refers to the average receipt price, e.g. $9 in Figure 5(a).
We assume the average price reported on receipts is possibly
close to the prevailing list price of a product; therefore, we
zoom-in the graph to display x close to the average price.

In general, the RTP
oe

and RTP
oe+tps

perform better than

the two fixed discount strategies. Specifically, the RTP sys-
tem has more extra profits gain in the book, electronics,
and health product categories. In Figure 5c, the extra prof-
its gained even reaches eight times more than the discount
budget. This means that with USD$30 discount budget,
the RTP system can earn USD$240 extra profits. In fact,
whether an RTP system can gain extra profits is highly re-
lated to the customer behavior of a category. The details
are discussed in Section 4.3.

The ROI value of the two fixed discount strategies is often
below zero, which means that the promotion strategy fails.
It even suggests that the promotion strategy leads to the
profit loss, comparing to the no-discount strategy. The profit
loss is observed from Figure 5. We will discuss what causes
the risk of profit loss in Section 4.3.

The performance of RTP
oe+tps

is comparable with RTP
oe

.
In general, the ROI value of RTP

oe+tps

is higher when the
sale price is higher. Most of the customers do not accept the
price exceeding the estimated cuto↵ price during the online
simulation. Therefore, RTP

oe

seldom gives discounts due
to the high cuto↵ price. On the other hand, RTP

oe+tps

can
detect the change of the WTP price distribution during the
online simulation. We also observed that most users do not
accept the price with small discounts from the reward distri-
bution, and this increases the discount amount to maximize
the total profits.
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(a) The book“Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That
Can’t Stop Talking”.
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(b) The headphones “JVC HAFX1X Headphone”.

Figure 6: The success rate of a deal during the promotion period.

4.2.2 Success Rate

The success rate can demonstrate how many product units
a system can sell during the promotion period. This value
is formalized as the number of the success deals divided by
the number of all deals, and is an important performance
index for the inventory management. We can now observe
how the proposed strategies balance between the number of
the success deals and the additional profit gain.

In Figure 6, an obvious trend for all strategies is that the
success rate decreases when the sale price increases. Because
the sale price is high, the number of customers who are will-
ing to buy the product at the price decreases. The success
rate drops accordingly.

While comparing results between Figure 5a and Figure 6a,
as well as 5b and Figure 6b, we find that the RTP system
can make a better decision on when to bid on or give up the
customer. The RTP system does not sacrifice the number
of success deals to achieve more additional profits in return.
On the contrary, it achieves the better performance both on
the ROI and the success rate comparing to the fixed discount
strategies.

On the other hand, RTP
oe+tps

has higher success rate than
RTP

oe

because RTP
oe+tps

adjusts the discount price accord-
ing to the learned success rate for each discount price, which
approaches the reward distribution. RTP

oe+tps

calculates
the expected total profits considering both success rate and
the profit. As a result, RTP

oe+tps

can make a better balance
between the total profits and success rate.

4.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Before a product promotion is initiated in the RTP sys-

Category Size KDE Time (ms) Class. Time (ms)

book 4,261 0.026 1.208
electronics 443 0.0030 0.0317

food 245 0.0024 0.0191
health 170 0.0015 0.0049
game 144 0.0011 0.0084

Table 2: Training time for items in di↵erent categories.

tem, the classification model, and the cuto↵ price should be
ready in the o✏ine process. The time spent on the online
process should be within a millisecond. In this study, we will
show that both RTP

oe

and RTP
oe+tps

are viable strategies
regarding model training time.

In Table 2, the model training time is shown regarding the
number of the purchase transactions in the log (denoted by
”Size” in Table 2). The ”KDE time” represents the execution
time that the RTP

oe

strategy uses to estimate the cuto↵
price of a product. The ”Class. time” represents the time
spent on training a classification model. We use SVM as our
classification model. The classification model determines the
discount price for a bidding deal. All o✏ine processes are
finished within a second. The turnaround time for the o✏ine
process is extremely short, as compared to the number of
days during the product promotion.

4.3 Discussions
In this section, we discuss some observations concluded

from the experiment results. First, we identify that the RTP
system can work better in the non-urgent categories. Then,
we elaborate on why the ROI is highly related to the dis-
tribution. Finally, we demonstrate why the fixed discount
strategies may have the risk of profit loss.

4.3.1 The effect of the product categories

After several experiments on other product categories, we
found that the RTP system is most suitable for the prod-
uct categories in which the buyers of the product can delay
their purchase. This means that the buyers can wait until
the price comes down to the range where they are willing
to pay. As can be seen in Figure 5, the RTP system has
a high ROI value in most of the products, except the food
product. The result is related to customer behavior when
buying a product in a food category. Customers tend to buy
food immediately since it belongs to living essentials, despite
the fact that the sale price is not relatively economical. On
the other hand, they are willing to wait until the price of a
smartphone goes down. We have undertaken several exper-
iments and consistently observe the same result. The result
shows that the RTP system performs well in these categories
that buyers are willing to wait for the competent discount.
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4.3.2 The effect of the price distribution

The ROI is highly related to the price distribution of a
product. The relation can be observed from Figure 5 and
Figure 7, which are come from the logs of the same book
and the same headphone. In Figure 7a, the number of
customers buying the electronic product suddenly increase
around USD$16.5. The increase causes the ROI rise around
USD$17 in Figure 5b. The similar result is shown around
USD$10 in Figure 7b and USD$9.5 Figure 5a. Such results
support that if an RTP system gives small discounts, it is
possible to have more extra profit gain.

(a) The headphones. (b) The book.

Figure 7: Price distribution.

4.3.3 The risk of profit loss

We can easily observe that a fixed discount strategy has
the risk of loss of profits, especially when the sale price is
low. We still observe the risk even when we find the optimal
discount price for a fixed discount strategy. The cause of the
profit loss is due to the price distribution. Because a fixed
discount strategy gives the same discount price for every
customer, it can gain the extra profits from the population
who are willing to pay the price between the cuto↵ price
and the sale price. However, the profit gain is obtained by
investing a discount budget. If the gain cannot recover the
cost of the discount budget, it becomes negative. Therefore,
the total profits of the fixed discount strategies are less than
that of the no-discount strategy.

In our experiments, we have shown that the RTP system
with RTP

oe

or RTP
oe+tps

is capable of gaining more extra
profits from observing the ROI. Both RTP-aware strategies
also have higher success rates due to the better discount
setting tactics. The RTP system is a feasible method for
providing real-time discounts during the promotion period.
Further, we observe that the RTP system has better ROI on
the products where the customers can delay the purchase to
wait for a better price. In summary, the experiment results
demonstrate that this new paradigm can be a promising
marketing strategy.

5. RELATED WORK
Our work emphasizes on how the RTP system gives dis-

counts to maximize the extra profit gain. The amount of
discount price is subject to a discount budget. The RTP
system dynamically gives discounts according to the cus-
tomer features or the learned the purchase probability for
di↵erent discount prices from the market. Essentially, the
problem is similar to the dynamic pricing strategy.

The dynamic pricing problem is one of the problems in
revenue management [24]. It is a pricing strategy in which

businesses set flexible prices for products or service based
on current market demands. The pricing strategy aims at
maximizing the revenue. Many businesses, such as airlines
or hotels [18, 23], have deployed the dynamic pricing strate-
gies. Schlosser et al. [20] used logistic regression model for
predicting the purchase probability of a product. The model
dynamically adjusts the price based on the sale probability.
In our work, we study the dynamic pricing problem in an-
other perspective. Our expected profits are subject to a
fixed budget which is generally ignored in aforementioned
studies.

Some dynamic pricing strategies are subject to the amount
of the resources. Babaio↵ et al. [20] studied the pricing
strategy which maximizes the revenue under the given num-
ber of items and potential customers. Singer et al. [22]
investigated the similar problem in the crowdsourcing mar-
kets. They studied how to allocate the tasks to the workers
such that they can maximize the number of finished works
and minimize the total expense. The problem is also subject
to a fixed budget, but the proposed solution is orthogonal
to the design for our motivation. Some other works [6, 8,
15] studied the similar problems and resolved the problem
by the optimization methods or the machine learning tech-
niques. Though our work similarly focuses on the problem
of maximizing the target and subject to some constraints,
the relation between the discount price and the profits can-
not be correspondingly considered in the previous problem
settings.

Several studies discussed online promotion systems. The
most popular topic among them is the RTB system. The
research topics related to the RTB system is about Click-
Through Rate estimation [32], winning price prediction [28]
or bidding strategies [15, 31]. They focused on increasing
CTR instead of the total profits. Another topic is to predict
the WTP of a product. Zhao et al. [33] used linear regression
model to predict WTP price for a customer. The model can
be part of our RTP system for estimating discount price.
However, these works are di↵erent from the DGS problem
in nature.

6. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a novel discount-giving system,

called Real-Time Promotion, for e-commerce services to de-
termine the real-time discount in pursuit of high revenue.
We proposed various strategies, including RTP

oe

which uses
KDE and a classification model to estimate proper discounts
for the bidding deals and RTP

oe+tps

which further considers
the randomness of the online process. In addition to evalu-
ating the e↵ectiveness of RTP

oe

for o✏ine optimal revenue,
we also demonstrated the feasibility of RTP

oe+tps

in the on-
line scenario. As validated in studies on real data, the RTP
framework has been recognized to be a promising promotion
strategy for e-commerce services.
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